The Journey Home

Fill in the blanks with the words below:

Furthermore   Therefore   Although   After   Eventually,
Because   Meanwhile   Since   Until

This is the story about our rather cold journey home from the swimming pool. It was raining and we were waiting for the number 46 bus. ______ waiting for awhile the rain turned to sleet and the sleet turned to snow. ______ we had been swimming our hair was wet and ______ we had woolly hats our heads were still freezing. ______, there was a foul wind, which blew through our coats and chilled our bones. ______ the bus arrived and we were in the warmth again. ______, our Dad was preparing a lovely sausage casserole for our evening meal. Our Dad is very proud of his sausage casserole and he spends a lot of time in preparation, ______ we need to say “thankyou, that is delicious”. ______ that terrible day, we will make sure to pack lots of warm clothes and thick coats ______ summer arrives.